
  

Supplementary Information I-  

Baseline Long-term Passive Acoustic Monitoring of Baleen and Sperm 
Whales and Offshore Wind Development 

1 Summary 

This section provides key considerations for a long-term regional monitoring plan focused on Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS) leases which currently cover the North and Mid-Atlantic offshore wind 
planning areas from the Gulf of Maine to South Carolina. The primary focus of this monitoring 
protocol is to determine whether there are large-scale, long-term shifts in baleen whale distributions 
as a result of wind farm construction and operation. This system is not designed for real-time 
detection of animals during pile driving associated with wind farm construction or monitoring to 
reduce vessel strike risk (see Supplementary Information II for this). In doing so, we follow the six 
step process discussed in detail in the passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) recommendations by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) recommendations.  

1.1 Species of Interest 

The focal species of the PAM regional monitoring plan recommended for the U.S. Atlantic OCS are 
baleen whales, with a priority on endangered species listed under the Endangered Species Act or 
critically endangered on the International Union for Conservation of Nature Red List. These species 
are the critically endangered North Atlantic right whale (NARW), Eubalaena glacialis; endangered 
fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus; blue whale, Balaenoptera musculus; sei whale, Balaenoptera 
borealis; and sperm whale, Physeter macrocephalus. In addition, other baleen whale species—such 
as minke, Balaenoptera acutorostrata, and humpback, Megaptera novaeangliae, whales—routinely 
use these areas as well. In particular, the NARW is a largely coastal species spending most of its time 
near shore on the shelf. Its critically endangered status renders it the primary focus for potential 
effects of offshore wind development and other anthropogenic activities. The NARW and other 
species are predominantly low-frequency sound producers (except for the sperm whale) and the 
primary anthropogenic noise produced by construction and operations produce main energy in these 
low-frequency bands. Therefore, all PAM recording technologies, PAM system requirements, and 
PAM designs at a minimum need to be constructed with low-frequency requirements in mind (see 
Table 1). Consideration should also be given to the frequency requirements required to capture the 
core detection bandwidth for sperm whales and delphinids (see Table 2). If there is an interest in 
detecting other species, the addition of instruments such as C- or F-POD click detectors can be 
collocated with PAM recorders to collect additional information on odontocetes’ click presence.  

1.2 PAM Data Collection Approaches 

Long-term monitoring generally requires detailed information collected in a given area in order to 
build a baseline time series of species-specific presence. PAM provides long continuous time series 
with low spatial resolution, while visual surveys provide snapshots with low temporal resolution but 
high spatial resolution. Continuous PAM archival recorders are best suited to this particular type of 
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effort, since they provide an uninterrupted (24hours/7 days) record of species presence and can 
provide robust context to observed changes. If necessary, duty cycled recordings can also be used, 
though are less preferred as they reduce the efficacy of species detection as discussed in the NOAA 
and BOEM PAM recommendations. Monitoring of this nature and subsequent analyses are best 
served if data are collected for a minimum of 3 to 5 years immediately prior to construction, for the 
duration of construction, and for a minimum of 3 to 5 years immediately after construction and 
during offshore wind farm operation. Replication across several years is necessary in order to 
understand the variability in species presence on an annual and interannual basis, and, if possible, this 
effort would benefit if data were collected continuously from prior to construction through operation.  

1.3 PAM Recording Technologies 

With regard to PAM recording technology, fixed bottom-mounted archival recorders are the tool of 
choice for long-term monitoring efforts as they can often be deployed for long periods of time (see 
Table 3). PAM technologies that provide real-time data streaming also have archival capabilities, so 
these can be paired for multipurpose use, i.e., for both purposes of baseline monitoring and 
situational awareness. Autonomous underwater vehicles that provide point sample data across a large 
spatial area do not create the time series records ideal for long-term monitoring, instead they are 
better suited for mitigation (see Supplemental II; Table 3).However, they can definitely add value by 
expanding data collection in areas that have a gap in PAM coverage and are otherwise not readily 
accessible for monitoring. PAM Study Design.  

As the core species of interest, the critically endangered NARW’s call type, the upcall, which serves 
for inter-individual communication (e.g., Clark 1982), can be heard over an average calling radius of 
10 km across most habitats (Figure SI-1; e.g., Morano et al. 2012, Tennessen and Parks 2016, 
Johnson et al. et al. 2020, submitted). Based on this calling radius, spacing fixed, bottom-mounted 
archival recorders at intervals of 20 x 20 km would minimize the chance of NARWs not being heard 
when acoustically active in an area and would provide as close to 100% coverage as possible (Figure 
SI-1). All other primary species of interest can be heard over greater distances (see Table 2; e.g., 
Davis et al. 2020) and would be acoustically captured at this spacing. However, we highly 
recommend that a method for testing detection range (e.g., Gervaise et al. 2021, Johnson et al. 
submitted) is incorporated into the PAM design, even at a coarse scale, thereby ensuring that the 
acoustic properties and noise characteristics of specific sites conform to this recommendation. This 
evaluation is particularly important for shallow or highly noisy areas (e.g., shipping lanes) as they 
may reduce the calling radius and require a denser series of PAM recorders to ensure full coverage.  

With this information in mind, we propose a design for PAM Regional long-term Monitoring Plan 
WERPAM (Wind Energy Regional Passive Acoustic Monitoring) in North and Mid-Atlantic 
offshore lease areas and wind energy areas (Figure SI-2). The coordinates and related grid cell 
information can be obtained at Northeast Ocean Data Portal and Mid-Atlantic Ocean Data Portal at 
NROC: https://www.northeastoceandata.org/RrTAeObF and MARCO: https://bit.ly/3B8pXn5. The 
direct data download link is the same for 
both: https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.
zip. With such a broad spatial and temporal deployment of PAM resources, coordination across wind 
developers, State and Federal agencies, and associated groups is critical for the successful 
implementation, operation, dissemination, and utility of this regional monitoring approach.  

https://www.northeastoceandata.org/RrTAeObF
https://bit.ly/3B8pXn5
https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.zip
https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.zip
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WERPAM is based on achieving 100% acoustic coverage of NARWs by using 20 x 20 km grid cells 
spacing throughout offshore wind energy lease areas and larger 40 x 40 km grid cells aimed at 
connecting the offshore wind energy areas, with suggested PAM stations centered in each respective 
grid cell. The latter would achieve acoustic coverage of around 50% of the area monitored, balancing 
the costs and logistics of collecting regional data with the ability to detect species presence across 
contiguous areas of interest within and between offshore wind areas. More detailed regional PAM 
monitoring designs can be seen for the five main wind energy areas of interest, some with current 
lease areas; these are the Gulf of Maine area (Figure SI-3a), Massachusetts/Rhode Island area (Figure 
SI-3b), New York Bight/Mid-Atlantic area (Figure SI-3c), Virginia/northern North Carolina area 
(Figure SI-3d), and southern North Carolina/South Carolina area (Figure SI-3e). Baseline monitoring 
over the larger region is essential in order to be able to understand changes in species presence at a 
relevant scale for these highly migratory baleen whale species. This PAM design will allow for 
potential changes and effects on marine species to be evaluated through applying the collected data to 
analytical frameworks such as Before-After-Control-Impact (BACI) and Beyond-BACI designs (e.g., 
Underwood 1992, 1994), or Before-After-Gradient (BAG) analyses (Ellis and Schneider 1997, 
Brandt et al. 2011, Methratta 2020). The area grids will be updated as new wind energy areas are 
leased.  

1.4 PAM System and Data Analysis Requirements 

For all PAM deployments that are a part of this long-term regional monitoring approach, all hardware 
specifications need to as a minimum follow those outlined in the body of the manuscript (NOAA-
BOEM PAM recommendations). There are a large number of automated software programs that have 
been designed for PAM data analyses for extracting NARW and other large whale species presence 
(e.g., Gillespie 2004, Urazghildiiev and Clark 2006, 2007, Gillespie et al. 2009, Urazghildiiev et al. 
2009, Dugan et al. 2010, Baumgartner and Mussoline 2011, Esfahanian et al. 2017, Shiu et al. 2020, 
Gervaise et al. 2021, Padovese et al. 2021). Even though automated software is used to speed up the 
process, for several species an element of visual processing for assessing the accuracy of detections is 
still required since species detections can be confused; e.g., humpback whales frequently produce 
calls that are similar to other baleen whale species in particular right whales (see Davis et al. (2017). 
Species detection for large whale calls can be detected call by call or each minute, hour, or day. The 
finer the resolution, the more fine-scale information is available for the analyses. However daily 
characterization of the data should be a minimum level of information provided, with hourly being a 
preferred reporting standard. In addition, PAM ambient noise metric analyses provide crucial 
information on the background noise levels in a given area and how they may affect the 
communication space (Clark et al. 2009, Cholewiak et al. 2018) of a given species. Standard open 
source software programs are available to provide approved and standardized output metrics (see 
NOAA and BOEM PAM recommendations for software: section 2.5.2).  

1.5 PAM Archiving, Reporting and Visualization  

All archiving, data reporting, and visualization are described in the body of the manuscript. All 
confirmed passive acoustic detections of target species/species, whether from archival or real-time 
data, must be archived in a publicly accessible location. For the U.S. East Coast, all species 
detections and ambient noise metrics should be reported to the Northeast Passive Acoustic Reporting 
System via nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov. Formatted metadata spreadsheets that follow ISO 
(International Organization for Standardization) standards are available in Supplement III and online 
via https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/passive-acoustic-reporting-system-templates. 

mailto:nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/passive-acoustic-reporting-system-templates
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2 Supplementary Figures  

 

Supplementary Figure SI-1: This diagram depicts the average listening radius over which a 
NARW upcall can be heard. It also depicts the 20-m grid cell (dark blue) and the 10-km listening 
radius (light blue) created around the vocalizing NARW for the purpose of designing PAM 
monitoring within a given area. This is the recommended listening radius; however, each PAM 
plan should build in a methodology for evaluating the detection range across their specific area, 
because bathymetry, depth, ocean temperature amongst other variables can influence how far a 
target sound can be heard.  
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Supplementary Figure SI-2: This map provides a recommended regional WERPAM monitoring 
design for the Northeast U.S. offshore wind energy development areas. The red grid cells provide 20 
x 20-km grid cells (red) around the development areas, with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the 
connecting areas. The proposed PAM stations (red and yellow points) denote the possible location of 
fixed bottom-mounted archival recorders. Bottom-type and other potential obstructions need to be 
evaluated before deploying on the recommended locations, and, if needed, the PAM station location 
can be moved to a more suitable spot within the grid cell. The coordinates and related grid cell 
information can be obtained at Northeast Ocean Data Portal and Mid-Atlantic Ocean Data Portal at 
NROC: https://www.northeastoceandata.org/RrTAeObF and MARCO: https://bit.ly/3B8pXn5. The 

https://www.northeastoceandata.org/RrTAeObF
https://bit.ly/3B8pXn5
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direct data download link is the same for 
both: https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.
zip. With such a broad spatial and temporal deployment of PAM resources, coordination across wind 
developers, State and Federal agencies, and associated groups is critical for the successful 
implementation, operation, dissemination, and utility of this regional monitoring approach. As the 
wind energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be updated accordingly.  

 

 

https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.zip
https://www.northeastoceandata.org/files/metadata/Themes/ProposedPassiveAcousticNetwork.zip
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Supplementary Figure SI-3a): This map provides the WERPAM grid cells for the Gulf of Maine region. The 
red grid cells provide 20 x 20-km grid cells (red) around the current proposed development areas, 
with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the connecting areas. The proposed PAM stations (red and 
yellow points) denote the possible location of fixed bottom-mounted archival recorders. As the wind 
energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be updated accordingly.  
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Supplementary Figure SI-3b): This map provides the WERPAM grid cells for the Massachusetts/Rhode 
Island region. The red grid cells provide 20 x 20-km grid cells (red) around the current proposed 
development areas, with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the connecting areas. The proposed 
PAM stations (red and yellow points) denote the possible location of fixed bottom-mounted archival 
recorders. As the wind energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be updated 
accordingly. 
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Supplementary Figure SI-3c): This map provides the WERPAM grid cells for the New York Bight to New 
Jersey region. The red grid cells provide 20 x 20-km grid cells (red) around the current proposed 
development areas, with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the connecting areas. The proposed 
PAM stations (red and yellow points) denote the possible location of fixed bottom-mounted archival 
recorders. As the wind energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be updated 
accordingly. 
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Supplementary Figure SI-3d: This map provides the WERPAM grid cells for the Virginia to northern 
North Carolina region. The red grid cells provide 20 x 20-km grid cells (red) around the current 
proposed development areas, with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the connecting areas. The 
proposed PAM stations (red and yellow points) denote the possible location of fixed bottom-mounted 
archival recorders. As the wind energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be 
updated accordingly. 
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Supplementary Figure SI-3e: This map provides the WERPAM grid cells for the southern North Carolina 
to South Carolina region. The red grid cells provide 20 x 20-km grid cells (red) around the current 
proposed development areas, with 40 x 40-km grid cells (blue) across the connecting areas. The 
proposed PAM stations (red and yellow points) denote the possible location of fixed bottom-mounted 
archival recorders. As the wind energy lease areas are finalized or added WERPAM locations will be 
updated accordingly. 
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Supplementary Information II- 

Passive Acoustic Monitoring During Construction and Reduction of 
Vessel Strike Risk for Baleen and Sperm Whales 

1 Summary 

This section provides an example of minimum considerations in developing a passive acoustic 
monitoring (PAM) Plan focused on Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) wind lease and wind 
energy areas which currently cover the Gulf of Maine to South Carolina. This example is focused on 
two components: 1) reduction of vessel strike risk and 2) species detection during construction and 
operation. This example is not intended for large-scale, long-term regional monitoring (see 
Supplementary Information I for that). In this example, we follow the six step process discussed in 
detail in the body of the manuscript (PAM recommendations by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration [NOAA] and Bureau of Ocean Energy Management [BOEM]). Of note, 
regulating agencies may include additional requirements for project-specific PAM Plan approvals. 

1.1 Species of Interest 

The species focus for the Northeast U.S. is on marine mammals classified as endangered under the 
Endangered Species Act or critically endangered under the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature Red List. These species are the following: the critically endangered North Atlantic right whale 
(NARW), Eubalaena glacialis; endangered fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus; blue whale, 
Balaenoptera musculus; sei whale, Balaenoptera borealis; and sperm whale, Physeter 
macrocephalus. In particular, the NARW is a largely coastal species spending most of its time near 
shore on the shelf; its critically endangered status renders it the primary focus for potential effects of 
offshore wind development and other anthropogenic activities. The NARW and other species are 
predominantly low-frequency sound producers (except for the sperm whale), and therefore all PAM 
recording technologies, PAM system requirements, and PAM designs at a minimum need to be 
constructed with low-frequency requirements in mind (see Table 1). Consideration should also be 
given to the frequency requirements required to capture the core detection bandwidth for sperm 
whales and delphinids (see Table 2).  

1.2 PAM Data Collection Approaches 

Real-time acoustic data collection is an essential tool that can increase situational awareness and help 
reduce the risk of vessel strike and the risk of acute sound exposure during construction and 
operation activities. Real time is defined here as the relay of PAM data (processed or raw) over a 
timely or operationally usable time delay. The frequency at which the data is relayed back to shore or 
to a nearby vessel may range from every minute, hour, or day. The selection will depend upon the 
speed needed to inform decision making agreed upon in the PAM Plan. Real-time acoustic 
information will be needed at varying degrees throughout the construction period and during 
operation. It is expected that other observational tools (e.g., drones, visual observers) will be used in 
conjunction with PAM to reduce risk to protected species. 
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1.3 PAM Recording Technologies 

Real-time recording technologies suited to these requirements can be fixed surface 
buoys, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), Autonomous Surface Vehicles, drifters, and 
possibly towed arrays. Fixed surface buoys have the capability to provide a continuous stream of 
real-time information when deployed in strategic locations. AUVs, such as gliders, are a mobile 
platform that may or may not spend some of the time sub surface and therefore may be more 
restricted in the timing of the real-time relays. However, AUVs are mobile and can provide track line 
coverage or surveillance of larger areas when needed. Both fixed surface buoys and gliders have been 
used previously in vessel strike reduction and risk mitigation (see examples in Section 4, PAM 
Design). Drifters are heavily reliant on tidal currents and wind and may have relevance where dense 
coverage is needed prior to or during specific construction events. Towed arrays are limited for 
hearing low-frequency species when a motorized vessel is underway; therefore, they are unlikely to 
be valuable for detecting low-frequency species unless the array is stationary.  
 

1.4 PAM Design  

The PAM design for each of these monitoring pieces will need to be considered separately since their 
objectives are different.  

1.4.1 Vessel Strike Risk Reduction 
In the case of offshore wind energy development, an array of real-time PAM systems that transect the 
key transit routes used during construction and maintenance activities should be established. A 
potential design is provided in Figure SII-1. A few real-time PAM vessel strike mitigation systems 
exist and are provided here as examples for possible PAM designs.  

The Transport Canada/Department of Fisheries and Oceans NARW monitoring and surveillance 
system focuses on using aerial surveillance and at least six real-time PAM fixed surface buoys in 
addition to AUV real-time gliders, which report back 24/7 on species detected in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence (https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-
bnan/narw-science-eng.html). The latest visual and acoustic detections are reported on WhaleMap 
(Johnson et al. 2021; https://whalemap.ocean.dal.ca/). If a NARW is visually or acoustically detected, 
management actions are put in place, and if a NARW is detected again during days 9–15, the action 
will be extended an additional 15 days. Details are available at https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-
peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-bnan/management-gestion-eng.html. 

The Cornell University, U.S. NARW Boston Shipping Channel real-time monitoring array 
(https://portal.nrwbuoys.org/ab/dash/) was designed to alert Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) tankers and 
other vessels to the presence of NARWs. This system uses a series of 10 real-time fixed surface 
buoys installed in the Boston shipping lanes (Spaulding et al. 2009). These buoys rely on an on-board 
automated detector to select a subset of recorded sounds that are most likely to be NARW upcalls, 
and a 2-second audio snippet of each of the sounds in this subset are sent to shore for aural review by 
an analyst. The analyst then determines whether NARWs have been detected within the 5-nautical 
mile range of each buoy, and if so, alert inbound LNG tankers that an NARW has been heard. When 
LNG ships approach the shipping lane, analysts are on duty until the ships are anchored at port, 
issuing updates to ships every 20 minutes. Details are also uploaded online to the Right Whale 
Listening Network, distributed by email, and incorporated into marine safety bulletins, including 

https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-bnan/narw-science-eng.html
https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-bnan/narw-science-eng.html
https://whalemap.ocean.dal.ca/
https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-bnan/management-gestion-eng.html
https://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fisheries-peches/commercial-commerciale/atl-arc/narw-bnan/management-gestion-eng.html
https://portal.nrwbuoys.org/ab/dash/
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applications such as Whale Alert. With considerable advance warning, ships can be slowed or re-
routed to reduce the risk of ship strike. At this time, only LNG ships are mandated to reduce their 
speeds in the areas around buoys that have detected whales; however, all ships are encouraged to 
check whale-buoy alerts and slow down below 10 knots if necessary. Slowing down increases the 
chance a ship’s crew can spot a whale while there is still time to avoid it or give the whale a chance 
to move out of the way. Once a NARW has been detected, the buoy that heard the whale remains 
‘alight’ for 24 hours (https://portal.nrwbuoys.org/ab/dash/), and LNG ships need to continue at 
reduced speeds. If during this time additional NARWs are detected, the 24 hour period is extended, 
but if no further NARWs are detected, the buoy alert is removed.  

The NOAA Slow Zone Program These Slow Zones are established when North Atlantic right whales 
are detected both visually (i.e., Dynamic Management Area) and acoustically (i.e., Acoustic Slow 
Zone). A Dynamic Management Area is triggered when 3 or more North Atlantic right whales are 
sighted within 3–5 miles of one another. This criteria emerged from Clapham and Pace (2001), which 
showed an aggregation of three or more whales is likely to remain in the area for several days, in 
contrast to an aggregation of fewer whales. Given that visual and acoustic data differ, where the 
number of individual North Atlantic right whales cannot yet be derived from acoustic data alone, an 
Acoustic Slow Zone is established when three or more upcall detections from an acoustic system 
occur within an evaluation period (e.g., 15 minutes), an acoustic equivalent determined by NOAA 
NEFSC acoustic experts. To trigger an Acoustic Slow Zone, an acoustic system must meet the 
following criteria: (1) evaluation of the system has been published in the peer-reviewed literature, (2) 
false detection rate is 10% or lower over daily time scales, and (3) missed detection rate is 50% or 
lower over daily time scales. Once triggered, Slow Zones are set up as a rectangular area 
encompassing a circle of 15 (for Dynamic Management Areas) or 20 (for Acoustic Slow Zones) 
nautical miles around the core sightings (Dynamic Management Area) or recorder location at the 
time of detection (Acoustic Slow Zone). The Slow Zone lasts for 15 days and can be extended with 
additional sightings or acoustic detections. Figure SII provides a more detailed example focused on a 
regional design for reducing vessel strike risk in the Massachusetts/Rhode Island region. However, 
this design can be applied to all wind energy lease areas. 

1.4.2 NARW Species Detection During Construction and Operation 
Real time PAM recordings are the most appropriate method for avoiding noise impacts on species of 
interest during construction in addition to reducing vessel strike risk during construction and 
operation. Similar to vessel strike reduction risk, real-time PAM monitoring is essential to raising 
awareness and making the decision to delay or halt operations when protected species are detected. 
The number of real-time recorders and spacing will need to be determined on a project-by-project 
basis to suit the project need(s) for real-time species detection information that may be used prior to 
and continuously during pile-driving operations and other activities. At a minimum, the real-time 
recorder(s) should be located no closer than 1 km (or the closest distance to avoid masking by project 
noise) from the pile being driven and should be capable of and placed in locations that allow for a 10-
km detection radius from the pile-driving operations. Acoustic monitoring should begin at least 60 
minutes immediately prior to the initiation of pile driving, occur continuously during activity, and 
continue until at least 30 minutes post pile driving. The acoustic data should be monitored 
continuously and viewed at the frequency range appropriate to detect the target species of interest 
(see Tables 1 and 2). Any target species’ acoustic detections and relevant information should be 
communicated immediately to the agreed-upon responsible parties in the PAM Plan, such as the 
Protected Species Observers (PSOs) or vessel captains.  

https://portal.nrwbuoys.org/ab/dash/
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Next, we present an example of where real-time monitoring was used previously as a trigger 
for mitigation. 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution/NOAA U.S. Coast Guard's maritime domain awareness real-
time monitoring. In this case, the U.S. Coast Guard was interested in understanding the presence of 
endangered species occurrence in the area where they routinely undertake gunnery exercise training. 
Real-time NARW upcall detections were reported on near-real-time occurrence estimates for 
humpback, sei, fin, and NARWs from a single site for a year (Baumgartner et al. 2019). In practice, 
the analyst reviewed detection data for this study once a day, usually between 07:00 and 10:00 local 
time, and the resulting near-real-time occurrence estimates were displayed on the website within 
minutes of the analyst's review. The near-real-time occurrence estimates were also (a) distributed 
directly to interested users via email and text messages, eliminating the need for users to check a 
website (robots4whales.whoi.edu) constantly, (b) made available in Whale Alert 
(www.whalealert.org), a smartphone/tablet app for iOS and Android platforms, and (c) viewable in 
the U.S. Coast Guard's One View software to easily allow Coast Guard personnel to monitor whale 
presence. For the U.S Coast Guard’s purpose, they would monitor the presence of NARWs several 
weeks prior to their gunnery exercise operations and decide whether to proceed with operations based 
on whether NARWs had been acoustically present days prior to their intended operations or not. In 
this case, the area of Coast Guard operations was small; therefore, a single fixed moored buoy 
reporting in real time was sufficient (Baumgartner et al 2019).  

1.5 PAM System and Data Analysis Requirements  

For all PAM deployments, all hardware specifications need to follow those outlined in the 
recommendations. A number of real-time acoustic detection software options have been developed, 
with several having been used extensively for detecting NARWs and other large whales 
(Baumgartner and Mussoline 2011, Baumgartner et al. 2019, Baumgartner et al. 2020, Gervaise et al. 
2021). 

1.6 PAM Archiving, Reporting and Visualization  

All confirmed passive acoustic detections of target species/species, whether from archival or real-
time data, must be archived in a publicly accessible location. For the U.S. East Coast, all species 
detection data and ambient noise metrics should be reported to the Northeast Passive Acoustic 
Reporting System via nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov. Formatted spreadsheets that follow ISO standards 
with required detection, measurement, and metadata information are available for submission 
purposes (see Supplemental Information III for details). When real-time PAM is used during 
construction for mitigation purposes, a subset of the information required on species detections is 
expected to be provided and uploaded no later than 24 after the detection. Full acoustic detection 
data, metadata, and GPS data records must be submitted within 48 hours via the formatted 
spreadsheets. When PAM is used for long-term monitoring, all data (detection data, metadata, GPS 
data, and ambient noise data) should be provided via the formatted spreadsheets and uploaded within 
90 days of the retrieval of the recorder or data collection. The spreadsheets can be downloaded from 
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/passive-acoustic-reporting-system-templates. For 
further assistance, contact nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov. The NOAA and BOEM PAM 
recommendations provide more detailed information on real time data analyses, design and 
application.  

http://robots4whales.whoi.edu/
http://www.whalealert.org/
mailto:nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/passive-acoustic-reporting-system-templates
mailto:nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov
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2 Supplementary Figures  

 

Supplementary Figure SII. This map provides an example of a tentative design for PAM Fixed 
Surface Buoys (red dots) recording in real time, spaced at 10 km along three tentative vessel 
servicing channels (green lines) and at the corners of the proposed Massachusetts/Rhode Island 
offshore wind energy lease block area (separate lease blocks are shown as separate-colored sections).  
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Supplementary Information III-  

Detection Data, Metadata, and GPS Data Templates 

1 Summary 

This section provides templates for required detection submissions to the Northeast Fisheries Science Center.   The following sheets are 
required for each data submission: 1) Detection data (contains all of the species’ acoustic detection information and associated analyses 
information attached to the detections); 2) Metadata (contains all of the required metadata associated for the recorder); 3) GPS data- only for 
mobile platforms (i.e. gliders; contains all of the location information for recording platform tracks).   Each section shows a short example of 
data entry, followed by field definitions. For more information and to get the most updated versions of the templates, contact 
nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov. 
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2 Detection Data: Template 

UNIQUE
_ID 

ANALYSIS
_PERIOD_
START_D
ATETIME 

ANALYSIS
_PERIOD_
END_DAT

ETIME 

ANALYSIS_
PERIOD_EF
FORT_SECO

NDS 

ANALYSIS
_TIME 
_ZONE 

SPECI
ES 

ACOUSTIC_
PRESENCE 

N_VALI
DATED_
DETECTI

ONS 

CALL_
TYPE 

DETECTION
_METHOD 

PROTOCOL_
REFERENCE 

DETECTION
_SOFTWAR

E_NAME 

DETECTION
_SOFTWAR
E_VERSION 

MIN_ANAL
YSIS_FREQ
UENCY_RA

NGE_HZ 

MAX_ANAL
YSIS_FREQ
UENCY_RA

NGE_HZ 

ANALYSI
S_SAMP
LING_R
ATE_HZ 

QC_
PRO
CESS
ING 

NEFSC_2
00601_3 

2006-01-
06T00:00:
00-05:00 

2006-01-
07T00:00:
00-05:00 

86400 UTC-5 EUGL N 0 Upcall LFDCS doi:10.1121/
1.3562166 

IDL 8.5 0 1000 2000 Archi
val 

NEFSC_2
00601_3 

2006-01-
07T00:00:
00-05:00 

2006-01-
08T00:00:
00-05:00 

86400 UTC-5 EUGL N 0 Upcall LFDCS doi:10.1121/
1.3562166 

IDL 8.5 0 1000 2000 Archi
val 

NEFSC_2
00601_3 

2006-01-
08T00:00:
00-05:00 

2006-01-
09T00:00:
00-05:00 

86400 UTC-5 EUGL N 0 Upcall LFDCS doi:10.1121/
1.3562166 

IDL 8.5 0 1000 2000 Archi
val 

 

2.1 Detection Data: Field Definitions 

COLUMN_NAME DEFINITION ENTRY 
OPTIONS 

EXAMPLE 

UNIQUE_ID* A unique ID for the recorder on the metadata sheet 
that this detection data can be linked to. There 
should be only one unique ID for any recorder 
entered. For each UNIQUE_ID and SPECIES 
combination, there should be the same combination 
of values for all of the following fields: CALL_TYPE, 
DETECTON_METHOD, PROTOCOL_REFERENCE, and 
ANALYSIS_SAMPLING_RATE_HZ. If multiple values 
are used across one UNIQUE_ID and SPECIES for any 
of these fields marked with an asterisk (*), enter all 
values and separate with a semicolon (";") 

Text string NEFSC_SBNMS_200601_CH3_3 

ANALYSIS_PERIOD_START_DATETIME Start datetime of validated data analyzed, for the 
time scale of the analysis, in ISO8601 format (YYYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ)  (i.e. the start date and time for 

DATETIME in 
format  

2021-01-01T00:00:00-05:00 
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the time bin of reporting right whales detected for 
that row of data);  for daily presence, the start date 
would be the beginning date and time for that 
analysis day).   Z in datetime refers to datetime 
stamps in UTC timezone. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601 for further 
information on ISO8601 formats and time zones. 

YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ssZ 

ANALYSIS_PERIOD_END_DATETIME End datetime of validated data analyzed, for the 
time scale of the analysis, in ISO8601 format (YYYY-
MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ)  (i.e. the end for the time bin of 
reporting right whales detected for that row of 
data). Z in datetime refers to datetime stamps in 
UTC timezone. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601 for further 
information on ISO8601 formats and time zones. 

DATETIME in 
format  
YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ssZ 

2021-01-02T00:00:00-05:00 

ANALYSIS_PERIOD_EFFORT_SECONDS The amount of time, in seconds, the effort occurred 
in.  (i.e. if the first 5 minutes of every hour analyzed 
was looked at, this number would be 300) 

Numeric 300 

ANALYSIS_TIME_ZONE The time-zone that the analysis was conducted in 
and that the time stamps in the 
ANALYSIS_PERIOD_START_DATETIME match (these 
may differ from the time zone of the sound files, for 
example if sound files are in UTC, but analysis was 
conducted on a local time zone, the analysis time 
zone would be UTC-5).  

Text string UTC-5 

SPECIES* The species for which analysis was conducted for 
and the detection "ACOUSTIC_PRESENCE" column 
pertains to. See Species Code section to find the 
appropriate code to use for each species. 

See Species 
Code section 
below 

EUGL 

ACOUSTIC_PRESENCE Whether the species was detected, possibly 
detected, not detected, or not analyzed for. Entry 
options: D, P, N, or M. "D" denotes a day with 
validated species' presence, "P" for days that cannot 
definitively confirm species' presence, "N" for no 
true detections, and "M" for data that has not been 

"D"; "P"; "N"; 
"M"  

D 
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analyzed for that species' presence, or the data is 
missing (i.e. if no recordings are available for that 
time: use M here for data gap times within a 
deployment). 

N_VALIDATED_DETECTIONS The number of detections validated and found 
"true" during the analysis period.  This column may 
be left blank if total true detections was not tallied 
for the analysis.    

Numeric or NA 1 

CALL_TYPE* The call type used for the analysis period for the 
species' presence.  Example: "Upcall", "Gunshot", 
"Moan" for right whales.  If multiple call types were 
used, or there are multiple analysis being reported 
for the time period, add all call types, separated 
with a semicolon (";").  For example for blue whales, 
if both song and arch calls are being presented here, 
"A/B/AB song; Arch" should be used.  If additional 
call types used that are not listed in ENTRY OPTIONS, 
please let nmfs.pacmdata@noaa.gov know upon 
submission so this field can be updated accordingly. 
Do not use commas in this field. 

Upcall; Moan; 
Gunshot; 20Hz 
Pulse; Song; 
Social; Song & 
Social; A/B/AB 
song; Arch; 
Frequency 
modulated 
upsweep; 
Narrow band 
high frequency 
click; Pulse 
train 

Upcall 

DETECTION_METHOD* How the data was reviewed for this species' 
presence, either "Manual" for hand browsing, or the 
detector used. For example, Manual, LFDCS, ISRAT, 
Pamguard Click Detector. If there is an available 
version of the detector, include here (e.g., ISRAT 
v3.5). If multiple detectors for this SPECIES and 
UNIQUE_ID were used, separate multiple entries 
with semicolon (";"). Do not use commas in this 
field. 

Text string LFDCS 

PROTOCOL_REFERENCE* Published reference, DOI, or link to documentation 
for the detector used, and/or analysis method.  If 
not available, "Unpublished" should be used.  
Separate multiple entries with a semicolon (";") and 

Text string Baumgartner & Mussoline 2011 
(doi:10.1121/1.3562166); Davis 
et al. 2017 
(doi:10.1038/s41598-017-
13359-3) 
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have the DOI in parenthesis following Author Year (if 
available). Do not use commas in this field. 

DETECTION_SOFTWARE_NAME The software used for the detection method. This 
could be either the standalone software program 
(e.g., PAMGUARD, Raven), or the name of the 
programming language the detection method was 
written in (e.g.,  IDL, MATLAB) 

Text string Matlab 

DETECTION_SOFTWARE_VERSION The version number of the software used, if 
applicable 

Text string 2014b 

MIN_ANALYSIS_FREQUENCY_RANGE_HZ The minimum frequency (Hz) used for this analysis, 
if applicable.  Default value is 0 (Hz).  If middle 
frequencies were viewed for this analysis (i.e. 200-
1000Hz), this value would be 200.  

Numeric 0 

MAX_ANALYSIS_FREQUENCY_RANGE_HZ The maximum frequency (Hz) used for the analysis, 
if applicable.  For example, if the original recordings 
had a sample rate of 48kHz, and the data was either 
resampled to 2kHz for the analysis, or only viewed 
at up to 1kHz, then this value would be 1000. 
Default value is relative to the recordings' sample 
rate (i.e. if sample rate is 48 kHz, the default value 
for this field is 24000). 

Numeric 2000 

QC_PROCESSING Was the analysis conducted in real time (i.e. the 
recorder did not have to be retrieved for the 
analysis), or was analysis done post-processing (i.e. 
analysis done after the recorder was retrieved)? 

"Real-time" or 
"Archival" 

Archival 

 

* Fields with an asterisk (*) should have the same combination of values across for all entries of that species for that UNIQUE_ID 
 

2.2 Detection Data: Species Codes 

COMMON_NAME SCIENTIFIC_NAME SPECIES_CODE 
ATLANTIC SPOTTED DOLPHIN Stenella frontalis STFR 
ATLANTIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN Lagenorhynchus acutus LAAC 
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BELUGA WHALE Delphinapterus leucas DELE 
BLAINVILLE'S BEAKED WHALE Mesoplodon densirostris MEDE 
BLUE WHALE Balaenoptera musculus BAMU 
BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN Tursiops truncatus TUTR 
BOWHEAD WHALE Balaena mysticetus BAMY 
BRYDE'S WHALE Balaenoptera edeni BABR 
CLYMENE DOLPHIN Stenella clymene STCL 
CUVIER'S BEAKED WHALE Ziphius cavirostris ZICA 
FIN WHALE Balaenoptera physalus BAPH 
GERVAIS' BEAKED WHALE Mesoplodon europaeus MEEU 
HARBOR PORPOISE Phocoena phocoena PHPH 
HECTOR'S DOLPHIN Cephalorhynchus hectori CEHE 
HUMPBACK DOLPHIN Sousa chinensis SOCH 
HUMPBACK WHALE Megaptera novaeangliae MENO 
KOGIA SPECIES Kogia Spp. KOSP 
DWARF SPERM WHALE Kogia sima KOSI 
PYGMY SPERM WHALE Kogia breviceps KOBR 
KILLER WHALE Orcinus orca OROR 
MINKE WHALE (COMMON) Balaenoptera acutorostrata BAAC 
NARWHAL Monodon monoceros MOMO 
NORTH ATLANTIC RIGHT WHALE Eubalaena glacialis EUGL 
SOUTHERN RIGHT WHALE Eubalaena australis EUAU 
NORTH PACIFIC RIGHT WHALE Eubalaena japonica EUJA 
NORTHERN BOTTLENOSE WHALE Hyperoodon ampullatus HYAM 
OMURA'S WHALE Balaenoptera omurai BAOM 
PANTROPICAL SPOTTED DOLPHIN Stenella attenuata STAT 
PILOT WHALE Globicephala Spp. GLSP 
PILOT WHALE (LONG-FINNED) Globicephala melas GLME 
PILOT WHALE (SHORT-FINNED) Globicephala macrorhynchus GLMA 
RISSO'S DOLPHIN Grampus griseus GRGR 
ROUGH TOOTHED DOLPHIN Steno bredanensis STBR 
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SEI WHALE Balaenoptera borealis BABO 
SHORT BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN Delphinus delphis DEDE 
SOWERBY'S BEAKED WHALE Mesoplodon bidens MEBI 
SPERM WHALE Physeter macrocephalus PHMA 
STRIPED DOLPHIN Stenella coeruleoalba STCO 
TRUE'S BEAKED WHALE Mesoplodon mirus MEMI 
WHITE BEAKED DOLPHIN Lagenorhynchus albirostris LAAL 

 

3 Metadata: Template 
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3.1 Metadata: Field Definitions 

COLUMN_NAME DEFINITION ENTRY OPTIONS EXAMPLE 
UNIQUE_ID A unique ID for the recorder that the detection data can be 

linked to. There should be only one unique ID for any 
recorder entered. 

Text string NEFSC_SBNMS_20
0601_CH3_3 

PROJECT The name of the project or experiment Text string NEFSC_SBNMS_20
0601_CH3 
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DATA_POC_NAME The name of the point of contact for the data (data POC) Text string Sofie Van Parijs 
DATA_POC_AFFILIATION The data POC's primary affiliation  Text string NOAA NEFSC 
DATA_POC_EMAIL The data POC's email address Text string sofie.vanparijs@no

aa.gov 
STATIONARY_OR_MOBILE Is the recorder moored (stationary) or moving (mobile) "Stationary" or "Mobile" Stationary 
PLATFORM_TYPE The type of platform the recorder is on.  This is shown in 

the second drop down menu on PACM. Entry options for 
moored recorders:  "Bottom-mounted", "Surface-buoy";  
Entry options for mobile recordings: "Electric-glider", 
"Wave-glider", "Towed-array", "Linear-array", "Drifting-
buoy", "Tag" 

"Bottom-Mounted"; "Surface-
buoy";  "Electric-glider"; "Wave-
glider"; "Towed-array"; "Linear-
array"; "Drifting-buoy" 

Bottom-Mounted 

PLATFORM_NO ID or number of the platform (such as an independent, 
dedicated mooring or glider) a recorder is deployed on, if 
applicable. For example, a Slocum glider's platform ID: 
we04.  For SoundTrap 500s, this would be the serial 
number of the recording unit (not the serial number of the 
hydrophone) 

Text string we04 

SITE_ID The site or station ID. For example, a line of three recorders 
off Cape Hatteras might have the following individual site 
IDs:  H1, H2, and H3   

Text string H3 

INSTRUMENT_TYPE Recording instrument type if available, or hydrophone 
manufacturer. Examples: DMON, AMAR, MARU, HARP, 
SoundTrap, HTI, APC 

Text string MARU 

INSTRUMENT_ID Serial or unit ID number of the recording instrument or 
hydrophone. In the case of SoundTrap500s, this would be 
the hydrophone serial number 

Text string 82 

CHANNEL The recording channel.  Single channel data would be 
entered as 1. 

Numeric 3 

MONITORING_START_DA
TETIME 

The start datetime in ISO8601 format (YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ssZ) for the start of usable data for that 
deployment (i.e. the recorder is on and in the water). Z in 
datetime refers to datetime stamps in UTC time zone. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601 for further 
information on ISO8601 formats and time zones. 

DATETIME in format  
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ 

2006-01-
06T00:00:00+05:00 
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MONITORING_END_DATE
TIME 

The end datetime, in ISO8601 format (YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ssZ), for the end of usable data for that 
deployment (i.e. the recorder is off or no longer in the 
water). Z in datetime refers to datetime stamps in UTC time 
zone. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601 for 
further information on ISO8601 formats and time zones. 

DATETIME in format  
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ 

2006-03-
29T00:00:00+00:00 

SOUNDFILES_TIMEZONE The time zone the sound files are in, with relation to UTC  
(i.e. EST would be entered as UTC-5) 

Text string UTC-5 

LATITUDE Latitude of recorder, in decimal degrees (DD). For mobile 
data, this field will be blank and will refer to the GPS 
submitted data instead. 

Numeric in DD 42.4697 

LONGITUDE Longitude of recorder, in decimal degrees (DD).  For mobile 
data, this field will be blank and will refer to the GPS 
submitted data instead. 

Numeric in DD -70.2403 

WATER_DEPTH_METERS Water depth (in meters) where the recorder is located (may 
be blank for mobile data) 

Numeric  66.4 

RECORDER_DEPTH_METE
RS 

Depth of the recorder (in meters) in the water column (may 
be blank for mobile data) 

Numeric 64.4 

SAMPLING_RATE_HZ Sampling rate of raw sound recordings, in Hz Numeric 2000 
RECORDING_DURATION_S
ECONDS 

Recording schedule: the amount of time, in seconds, the 
recorder is on and recording. For continuous recordings, 
this entry will be "3600" and the following field 
(RECORDING_INTERVAL_SECONDS) will be "0". For duty 
cycled data, this is the amount of time the recorder is 
turned "on" for.   If the first 10 minutes of every hour is 
recorded, then RECORDING_DURATION_SECONDS is "600" 
and RECORDING_INTERVAL_SECONDS is "3000". 

Numeric 3600 

RECORDING_INTERVAL_SE
CONDS 

Recording schedule: the amount of time, in seconds, the 
recorder is not recording within the recording cycle.  For 
continuous recordings, this entry will be "0" and the 
RECORDING_DURATION_SECONDS field will be "3600". For 
duty cycled data, this is the amount of time the recorder is 
turned "off" for.  If the first 10 minutes of every hour is 
recorded, then RECORDING_DURATION_SECONDS is "600" 
and RECORDING_INTERVAL_SECONDS is "3000". 

Numeric 0 
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SAMPLE_BITS The sample bit rate of recordings, if known Numeric 16 
SUBMITTER_NAME Name of who is submitting the data Text string Genevieve Davis 
SUBMITTER_AFFILIATION Primary affiliation of who is submitting the data Text string NOAA NEFSC 
SUBMITTER_EMAIL E-mail of who is submitting the data Text string genevieve.davis@n

oaa.gov 
SUBMISSION_DATE The date the data is being submitted or was compiled in 

ISO8601 format (YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ). Z in datetime 
refers to datetime stamps in UTC timezone. See 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601 for further 
information on ISO8601 formats and time zones. 

DATETIME in format  
YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ 

2021-08-
02T04:01:00-05:00 

 

4 GPS Data (mobile data only): Template 

UNIQUE_ID DATETIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-21T19:00:00+00:00 39.88628 -69.80726 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-21T20:00:00+00:00 39.837455 -69.76746 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-21T21:00:00+00:00 39.756474 -69.69761 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-21T22:00:00+00:00 39.670523 -69.62628 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-21T23:00:00+00:00 39.58242 -69.55322 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-22T00:00:00+00:00 39.537873 -69.51541 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-22T10:00:00+00:00 40.022571 -67.93882 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-22T11:00:00+00:00 40.056798 -67.88413 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-22T12:00:00+00:00 40.048351 -67.89558 
NEFSC_GU1803 2018-07-22T13:00:00+00:00 40.076441 -67.77436 

4.1 GPS Data: Field Definitions 

COLUMN_NAME DEFINITION ENTRY OPTIONS EXAMPLE 
UNIQUE_ID The unique ID for the recorder that the detection data can be linked to: 

there should be only one UNIQUE_ID for any recorder entered 
Text string NEFSC_GU1803 
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DATETIME The date and time that corresponds with the GPS coordinate, in ISO8601 
format (YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ssZ). For mobile detection data, there should 
be a position that can correspond to every row in the detection data 

DATETIME in format  
YYYY-MM-
DDThh:mm:ssZ 

2018-07-
21T19:00:00Z 

LATITUDE Latitude position in Decimal Degrees Numeric in format DD 39.88628 
LONGITUDE Longitude position in Decimal Degrees Numeric in format DD -69.7674575 
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